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Imre Bartók 

THE YEAR OF THE RAT 

Novel (Libri), 2013, 576 pages 

 

"Life is not a dollhouse, Martin; life is an 800-metre 

sprint in the quicksand." 

 

An astonishing, groundbreaking work of Hungarian 

fiction, the novel of the young author Imre Bartók 

would even raise the eyebrows of Thomas Pynchon. 

Set in contemporary New York, this action-packed 

philosophical roller-coaster ride follows the 

resurrected and bio-mechanically enhanced 

versions of the three emblematic thinkers of the 

20th century, Karl Marx, Ludwig Wittgenstein, and 

Martin Heidegger as they commit a series of hideous murders and terrorist attacks in order 

to trigger a total apocalypse and engineer the end of mankind from the heart of the Big 

Apple. 

Are they mortal or immortal? Are they evil, or just true to their ideas? Is it their fate 

to survive the demise of the human race, or are they doomed to go down with it? They don’t 

know the answer themselves, because deep down, under all that metal and technology 

which has been used to manipulate their bodies, they are more human that one might think. 

All three have their own traumas and frustrations and an insatiable lust for friendship and 

love, which makes their life quite difficult, given the whirlwind of events they are caught up 

in. 

Written in a rich, dense language that sometimes turns into real poetry, and 

juxtaposing Tarantino-like showdowns with scenes of Kafkaesque awkwardness from the 

private lives and dialogues of the philosphers, The Year of the Rat can be read either as a 

modern cyberpunk thriller or a radical pamphlet about the current state of Western 

philosophy and civilization.  
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FROM THE PRESS 

 

“An absolutely unique book. Something you will never forget after having read it. It would be 

interesting to look into the head of the author, to see what thoughts, themes, ideas are 

there. How did he manage to write this book, on what inspiration. It’s frightening, thought-

provoking, yet it has some kind of beauty in it too.” Zama.hu 

 

“The cheap and quite old story of the end of mankind and the final apocalypse is written by 

Bartók in an incredibly dense, literary prose.” Ferenc Jeges-Varga, Olvassbele.hu 

 

“The second novel of Imre Bartók is important for a number of reasons. First of all, it’s a 

young, literary author venturing into the field of genre literature. It is always interesting to 

see how someone from the outside uses well-known clichés and what comes out of the 

chosen theme in his hands. Secondly, while there is already very little science fiction or really 

original fantasy published by Hungarian authors, this type of darker, post-apocalyptic or even 

post-human kind of fiction is even more rare. Thirdly, we can also rejoice in the publication of 

The Year of the Rat because most Hungarian genre novels tend to be a bit too humble about 

themselves. Authors tend to avoid really immersing themselves into the worlds they create. 

But Bartók’s novel, on the contrary, is a very brave work. [...] Probably the firts Hungarian 

example of the ‘new weird’.” Sfinsider, SFmag. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

Imre Bartók was born in 1985 in Budapest. He got his 

philosophy degree at the Eötvös Loránd University of 

Budapest, and published two monographs, one on the 

poetry of Paul Celan (2009), and one on Rainer Maria 

Rilke (2011). His first novel, Metal (Fém) was published 

in 2011. The Year of the Rat, published in 2012, is the 

first part of a trilogy, with the second part coming out in 2014 and the third in 2015. 

http://zama.hu/index.php/konyvajanlo/375-patkany-eve
http://olvassbele.com/2013/09/22/elveszett-tortenet-bartok-imre-a-patkany-eve/
http://sfmag.hu/2013/06/17/bartok-imre-a-patkany-eve-filozofushorror/
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AN INTRODUCTION BY THE AUTHOR 

 

The main narrative of the novel deals with the characters who are responsible for the 

catastrophic events that take place in New York City. What makes the novel unique in its 

genre are the people involved in this breakdown of Western civilization, Martin, Karl and 

Ludwig. It is fairly easy to discover their real identity – they are Martin Heidegger, Karl Marx 

and Ludwig Wittgenstein, who are united under the leadership of a mysterious woman 

called Cynthia, who oversees their mission. It is never fully revealed whether the trio are 

immortals, or were cloned and later manipulated by their leader, or if they are simply 

delusional madmen who only imagine being these prominent philosophers. 

The book combines elements of horror and detective stories with meditative, lyrical 

parts where the characters lament their fate. The apocalyptic narrative itself circles around 

the old questions: Is mankind doomed to extinction? Is it headed for self-destruction? What 

makes this question all the more valid is that it is asked in a de facto philosophical context. 

Philosophy has always been the greatest promise of Western culture, seen as the 

solution to personal happiness as well as a key to an adequate understanding and reshaping 

of the social realm. How is it then, that philosophy has “failed” and has lost its reputation? 

The old-fashioned philosophers themselves continue their presence in the contemporary 

,hypermodern age, only to realize that everything they had ever wanted has remained a 

dream. Robespierre said that “We have come to fulfill the promises of the philosophers!” 

Still, these promises are not fulfilled. So the philosophers had to return and bring judgment 

upon the world, which had remained oblivious to hear their voice and teachings. 

This judgment is essentially genocide, though the exact nature of the events that take 

place in the city are never fully revealed. One way to approach the action is to say that it is 

some sort of a zombie-apocalypse, though it seems more appropriate to talk about a bio-

apocalypse in a broader sense. What we have in the end is not zombie-herds rolling the 

streets, but the almost complete extinction of the human race (it is suggested that the 

epidemic rapidly grows beyond the borders of the city), along with the birth of a “new 

species”, or even possible several species. This is a wholly new turn in the history of 

evolution, with the new species combining elements of human, animal and plant-like 

organisms. 
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DETAILED PLOT SUMMARY 
 
The novel contains a motto and four parts, each approximately of equal length. Each 

part contains about ten to twelve chapters. 
 
MOTTO 
 
Nur als von Grabesflammen, ziehet dann 
Ein goldner Rauch, die Sage, drob hinüber, 
Und dämmert jetzt uns Zweifelnden um das Haupt, 
Und keiner weiß, wie ihm geschieht. Er fühlt 
Die Schatten derer, so gewesen sind, 
Die Alten, so die Erde neubesuchen. 
Denn die da kommen sollen, drängen uns, 
Und länger säumt von Göttermenschen 
Die heilige Schar nicht mehr im blauen Himmel. 
 
It is taken from Friedrich Hölderlin’s poem Germanien. It is about “the ancient Ones” 

who are about to return to Earth. Later there is also a vague reference to some “God-like 
people” [Göttermenschen]. 

This motto is of crucial importance, as it pretty much covers everything that the novel 
is dealing with. The three main protagonists of the novel – Karl, Ludwig and Martin – are 
philosophers, but they are also human beings with enhanced physical capabilities. It is never 
fully revealed what they actually are, but one way to look at them is to say that they are 
cyborgs. Hölderlin had obviously no idea about the technological developments and radical 
changes that would alter the course of human evolution, but still, the poem suggests the 
arrival of a super-human Übermensch, or Göttermensch. The destiny of these people 
remains unclear. 

There is also another reason for using this motto: Friedrich Hölderlin himself is another 
main character of the book, the fourth “Göttermensch” beside the three philosophers. 

 
 
PART ONE 
In the opening scene, a man brutally mutilates and murders his wife at their 

apartment. Later he goes after the kids, though it is unclear whether he succeeds in killing 
them too or not. It seems quite likely that the man is somehow manipulated and highly 
delusional. 

In the second chapter, we meet Stone, a policeman who tries to catch some 
mysterious serial killers. We follow him to the morgue. We learn some details about the 
bizarre nature of the crimes. The next day we follow Stone and another cop named Brian to 
a crime scene: the victims – an entire family – are transformed into living plants. Written on 
the wall is a clue: “Philosophers hitherto have only interpreted the world – we have come to 
change it.” (A reference to Karl Marx’s famous sentence in his work “Thesen über 
Feuerbach”.)  

Then Martin, Karl and Ludwig, the serial killers, are introduced. They are just 
experimenting on another victim. Karl, who is seemingly obsessed with botanics, plants fast-
growing seeds in the body of the victim. 
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In the next chapter, the “Kid” is introduced. He is on the run – it seems that he is in 
fact the surviving son of the madman who massacred his family during the opening scene. 
We learn that he has spent some time in a mental hospital, from where he has escaped. He 
walks into a college in order to gather some supplies, but the building is attacked. After the 
clouds clear, the Kid is taken by the three philosophers and a blond woman named Cynthia. 
There is an erotic tension between Cynthia and the Kid from the very beginning. We also 
learn that he had been “watched” for some time before being recruited. Now he is a 
member of the team. 

Stone struggles with his growing frustration over the unstoppable events, while the 
three philosophers visit a financial institute on Wall Street. They encounter a poet – 
“Friedrich” – who has been waiting in a safe for over a hundred years. It is suggested that 
Friedrich is also recruited. 

Stone goes to the morgue again, and following the clues, realizes that there are indeed 
three killers. 

Next time we see the philosophers going to a party. Martin gives a great performance 
as a break dancer. All the three of them begin a liaison. In the end, they leave the place 
together before activating bombs planted in the basement. (This is an important chapter as 
probably this is where we see our heroes as to some extent “normal people”. While not 
being normal at all, they all desperately try to fit in and “have some time together”.) 

The following night we see the three of them talking, while already lying in their beds, 
but struggling with insomnia. Some of their frustrations are revealed. The next day Stone 
goes for a walk and accidentally meets Ludwig. Without realizing who the other person is, 
they have an awkward talk. 

 
 
PART TWO 
We are in the house of the philosophers’ group. It’s a shiny summer morning. They 

have breakfast just like an average American family. Ludwig is working on a novel about Jack 
the Ripper. They go to Central Park for a picnic. Cynthia issues the order: in a few hours they 
will meet in front of the Metropolitan. Until then, though, they are free to do what they 
want. 

Karl, Ludwig and Martin go on their separate ways through the city. Each of them has a 
different story, and more aspects of their personalities and their pasts are revealed. Karl is 
desperately trying to save “the poor”, though his acts remain ridiculous. Ludwig is struggling 
with guilt and possibly pedophilia, while Martin is haunted by his love for Hannah – the 
woman behind the name is obviously Hannah Arendt. 

After they are reunited on the steps of the Metropolitan, they go inside and murder 
everyone in the “Expressionist Room”. These killings are not in vain: the bodies are ordered 
in a way that together they form a new piece of artwork. 

After the raid, Karl unexpectedly leaves the group and goes to a meeting with his 
shrink. There are hints in the text that the man is Jacques Lacan. Karl makes confessions 
about his overwhelming guilt and helplessness. Then again we see the three of them in their 
suburban home. After some talk and finally realizing they can’t sleep, they go and watch 
some cartoons together. 

The next evening they are attacked by a group of assassins. After defeating them, it 
turns out that the members of the group were all pragmatists. Since the pragmatist thinkers 
are the arch enemies of the three philosophers, they plan vengeance. They go to a 
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pragmatist conference at the nearby university and attend some of the lectures. The plenary 
session is held by a man called Jonathan Crane, the current leader of the pragmatist 
movement. He mocks Heidegger’s philosophy. Martin is about to unleash some grenades, 
but his friends hold him back. But during the post-lecture reception, Martin finally has his 
way with Crane: he is humiliated, while many of the people present are killed. 

In another place, we see the poet Friedrich, who awakens, and tries to figure out 
what’s going on with him. Some mysterious person – possibly Schelling – visits him, but 
Friedrich doesn’t seem to realize who the other person is. 

In the finishing chapter, Martin goes to a cemetery where he meets Stone – pretty 
much the same way Ludwig met him earlier. 

 
 
PART THREE 
After a chapter on the erotically obsessed relation between the Kid and Cynthia, we 

read a longer chapter from Ludwig’s novel. Later the three of them gather and talk, 
lamenting over their meager opportunities. 

Meanwhile Friedrich goes to a different room, where he goes on the Net and learns 
about the horrors of the 20th century. It is revealed that his duty is to write poems once 
again. 

Stone goes to a shop to buy a present for his son’s birthday. He takes someone for a 
criminal, almost killing him. It is suggested that he is on the edge of a nervous breakdown. 

Then we see the three philosophers kill a random guy in the sewers below the city. 
They infect the body with a virus, waiting for the rats to eat from the corpse and carry the 
plague. After they leave, they discover a hidden and abandoned room close to the metro 
station. It seems that the room has been used to conduct strange experiments. It is 
suggested that the philosophers themselves were the subjects of these experiments;  
possibly they were (re)born this way. 

The Kid and Cynthia are headed for to the city. They meet Martha, a survivor of the 
events that took place in the university earlier. It is revealed that Cynthia was also a brilliant 
student of philosophy. 

After presumably poisoning the water supplies of the city, Karl goes to a pub. He, too, 
meets Stone. They get drunk together. They meet Desdemona, Martin’s former lover, who 
asks for their help, but after she leaves, Desdemona is killed by some mysterious monster in 
a back-alley. 

 
 
PART FOUR 
Stone goes home and talks to his son. He realizes that there was something wrong 

with the guy he just met, while Karl goes home and meets Ludwig on the roof. They share 
some LSD and have a bad trip. Both experience frightening cosmic visions: they are saved by 
Martin, who wakes up and sets out to find his friends. He is horrified to see that they are in a 
terrible condition. He tries to help them, and the three end up embracing each other in the 
cold night. 

While the philosophers try to recover, Cynthia shows the Kid the hidden basement of 
the house. There is a vast room crowded with mutants; apparently, Cynthia is experimenting 
with them. It is suggested that even the philosophers have not be aware of these things. 
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Then, returning to Friedrich, we see him preparing for his final show, as New York City 
is getting ready for Christmas. During the holidays, Martin, Karl, Ludwig, Cynthia and the Kid 
are staying home, preparing dinner. There is something strange in the news, though: it 
seems that a serious epidemic has broke loose in the city. Someone rings the doorbell: three 
kids, already being transformed into little zombie-like creatures. They attack Karl, but the 
others defeat them pretty easily. Cynthia announces that it’s time to go to Times square, the 
heart of the city. When they are about to leave, they realize that the Kid is missing. 

Stone is also watching television, horrified. He gets a phone call from Martha, who tells 
him, “We need to talk about Cynthia”. It is finally revealed that there is some connection 
between Stone and Cynthia, the leader of the philosophers. 

Then we see the Kid: he is, once more, on the run. He meets some meatball-like 
monsters, and realizes that one of them is a guy called George Bannister, whom he met 
earlier in the house’s basement. The Kid once more swears vengeance against Cynthia, who 
is responsible for the deeds of his father and the death of his sister. 

As Martin, Karl, Ludwig and Cynthia leave the house, the streets are already 
abandoned. There are dead bodies and other signs of catastrophe everywhere. It is clear 
now that everything they did had one simple purpose: the apocalypse. They arrive just in 
time to hear Friedrich finally reciting his new poem. With the help of megaphones, all the 
survivors and mutants of the city can hear this piece of poetry – possibly the last piece of 
poetry in the history of mankind. It is revealed that Friedrich was in fact held captive in the 
Empire State Building. There is a gigantic herd of mutants in the surrounding streets, and as 
the poem is finished, the tower is consumed by these crawling monsters. Friedrich 
disappears in the abyss. 

The philosophers meet the monsters in Times Square. After a fight they are defeated 
by a mysterious and powerful creature, while Cynthia disappears to have her final 
showdown with the Kid, who ends up being unable to kill her. 

Meanwhile, the evil creature performs a re-humanizing operation on the philosophers, 
who are condemned to live in the hell they created on earth without their former strength 
and survival skills, just as simple old men. 

The Kid and Cynthia confront Stone on the Brooklyn Bridge. Stone is about to bleed to 
death due to a car crash, when it is revealed that Cynthia is his daughter. After Stone dies, 
Cynthia partially flays herself, cuts open her back, and cummits suicide by jumping from the 
bridge. When flying, her skin drifts like wings. The Kid walks to the car and rescues Stone’s 
son. 

In the closing chapter, the three philosophers walk out of the chamber alive to face the 
dawn of a new era. It is unknown how many survivors are left. They see two silhouettes – 
supposedly the Kid and Stone’s son – but decide not to go after them. They agree to stay 
together and fight their way through whatever horrors await for them. 
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SEQUELS: THE YEAR OF THE RABBIT 
and THE YEAR OF THE GOAT 
 
The Year of the Rat is the first part of a trilogy.  
At the end of the novel the three main protagonists are left alone in apocalyptic New 

York. The second part of the trilogy begins some years after those events: the title of this 
volume is The Year of the Rabbit. (According to the Chinese Zodiac the year of the rabbit 
always takes place three years after the year of the rat.) The three philosophers continue to 
live day by day, gathering supplies wherever they can, moving rapidly around Manhattan. 
They seldom meet other survivors;  there are only a few left who could resist the virus. The 
City now is a godforsaken territory abandoned by humans, and inhabited mostly by 
monsters. 

There is a new „mutant colony”, though, where a mysterious entity, „the Voice”, rules 
over some hundred creatures of the new species. The Voice’s theory is that the new 
Civilization should be built upon the teaching of the old philosophers. The situation becomes 
tense when the Voice actually meets Martin, Karl and Ludwig, and conflict becomes 
inevitable. 

During the first part of the novel, we follow the three philosophers and learn more 
about the conditions of this new, inhuman world. They meet an awkward potato-like 
creature who once was also part of the mutant colony. This creature is actually friendly and 
joins the group. They also have various encounters with survivors and monsters. The 
thinkers are pretty much able to defend themselves thanks to their weaponry, though their 
age is becoming more and more of a handicap. 

At one point they are captured by an unknown force. They wake in a place much like a 
mental asylum, which is run by Jacques (whom we briefly met in the first novel and who is 
presumably Jacques Lacan). Jacques is conducting experiments on the survivors, though it is 
not explained wether he is doing it on his own or if he just follow the commands of the 
Voice. 

During the time of their inprisonment, they witness a series of terrible events, 
including the torture and murder of many of the other survivors. In the meantime Jacques is 
trying to convince the philosophers about his own right. Jacques’ theory is that humanity is 
lost forever, thus the best way to deal with the situation at hand is to “adopt” and embrace 
the virus. The philosophers refuse his offer. 

The building is closed down, but after weeks of captivity, the philosophers manage to 
escape from the rooftop with the help of an Apache helicopter. Once they are free, they 
confront the Voice. It is important to note that the Voice is not “evil” – he actually believes in 
the possibility of a world of justice and peace, based on wholly new principles, though the 
conflict between him and the philosophers results in resignation. The Voice comes to the 
conclusion that his project is corrupted, and is about to detonate a nuclear device planted at 
the center of their colony – which is actually a theatre somewhere near Broadway. 

In the end, New York is blown up by a nuclear bomb. The philosophers manage to 
escape through the harbors, and sail out to their new destination: Europe. 

The third and final part of the trilogy has The Year of the Goat for its working title. It is 
important to finally show that the titles of the first two volumes did not in fact follow the 
Chinese Zodiac – we entered a totally era and a new calendar. 

This final novel takes place in Europe, where the result of the bio-apocalypse is 
different than it was in America. There are more survivors, and most importantly, there is 
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already a new “State” led by three mysterious figures. It turns out that they are a different 
Martin, Ludwig and Karl, the Doppelgängers of our heroes. It remains a question whether 
they represent the evil side of the philosophers, or if they all are indeed the result of the 
same cloning experiments, conducted by Cynthia and presumably others in the States back 
before the events of The Year of the Rat. 

The principle of the State of these evil thinkers is simple. They use biomechanical 
engineering to create their own monsters pretty much in the fashion of the demonologies of 
the Middle Ages. While America was a wasteland, Europe is much worse: it is hell on earth. 

 


